Planning to drill two gas exploration
Cook Inlet Areawide oil and gas lease sales, 2019-2028.

2019 Alaska Peninsula Areawide oil and gas lease sale.
Deadline for receiving information is October 26, 2018.

Lands with geothermal resources for
Nicolai Creek Unit 2018 plan included three
brought well into production. Plan
on H14 well and brought well into
production. Drilled H12 well with
seven fish bone laterals and
fracture stimulation of Red 1 well in
2019 yielded a ten-fold intial gas rate
increase followed by steep initial
decline. 2018 plan anticipates contin-
ued production, which averaged 527
MSCF/D in September.
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The accuracy of this map is subject to pending decisions
currently on appeal and other administrative actions.
Please visit www.dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Information/MapsAndGIs

to see to most current maps.